Sub:- Police Estt - Transfer and posting of SCPO
- Orders issued.

Ref:- No.TR/390/GL/2018/SB

Sri. Sunil Kumar, SCPO T 1108 of Anchuthengu PS was transferred and posted to District Special Branch, Tvm Rural with immediate effect.

The Officers concerned will relieve and admit (only through iAPS) him duty forthwith and report compliance.

Sd/- (09.11.18)
District Police Chief,
Thiruvananthapuram Rural.

To
The individual through unit head concerned.

Copy to:
- SPC, Kerala with C/L for information
- ADGP, SZ with C/L for information.
- IGP, TR with C/L for information.
- DySPs (Admin)/SB Tvm Rural/ATL
- SHO Anchuthengu
- CA to DPC
- A4, A6, F1,F2,G1, seat for information.
- DO Book and DO file.

//Approved for issue/

Lali T
Administrative Assistant
DPO, Tvm Rural